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Investing in Fixer-UppersMcGraw-Hill, 2003
How to get rich fast by making ugly houses beautiful!

Want to find great opportunities and make big bucks in the hottest business there is? Now you can take advantage the nation's huge and growing demand for quality housing and get rich doing it! Investing in Fixer-Uppers helps you develop the knowledge and...
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Excel 2013 In DepthQue, 2013

	Get more out of Microsoft Excel® 2013: more productivity and better answers for greater success! Drawing on his unsurpassed Excel experience, Bill Jelen (“Mr Excel”) brings together all the intensely useful knowledge you need: insights, techniques, tips, and shortcuts you just won’t find anywhere...
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A+ Technician's On-the-Job Guide to Windows XPMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Designed for the IT professional with 1-3 years of  experience who needs to put their experience to work quickly and effectively in  an XP environment, this practical guide offers readers skill-building as well as  troubleshooting information on Windows XP.

If you’re working as an...
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Mac X OS Headaches: How to Fix common (and Not So Common) Problems in a HurryMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Fast, Effective Relief from Mac OS X Troubles

Diagnose and cure problems for Mac OS X and OS X 10.2 Jaguar

Seeking relief from mouse mishaps or memory malfunctions? Take the cure and achieve peak performance with Mac OS X and OS X 10.2 Jaguar. In this valuable resource, Mac guru and best-selling author Curt Simmons covers...
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Java Servlet Programming, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2001

Since I wrote the first edition of this book, servlets and the server-side Java platform have grown in popularity beyond everyone's wildest expectations. Adoption is pervasive. Web server vendors now offer servlet support as a standard feature. The [bookmark: idx1]Java 2, Enterprise Edition (J2EE), specification has included servlets...
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Beautiful Code: Leading Programmers Explain How They Think (Theory in Practice)O'Reilly, 2007
How do the experts solve difficult problems in software development? In this unique and insightful book, leading computer scientists offer case studies that reveal how they found unusual, carefully designed solutions to high-profile projects. You will be able to look over the shoulder of major coding and design experts to see problems through their...
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FPGAs 101: Everything you need to know to get startedNewnes, 2010

	FPGAs (Field-Programmable Gate Arrays) can be found in applications such as smart phones, mp3 players, medical imaging devices, and for aerospace and defense technology. FPGAs consist of logic blocks and programmable interconnects. This allows an engineer to start with a blank slate and program the FPGA for a specific task, for instance,...
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Hacking For Dummies (For Dummies)For Dummies, 2015

	Learn to hack your own system to protect against malicious attacks from outside


	Is hacking something left up to the bad guys? Certainly not! Hacking For Dummies, 5th Edition is a fully updated resource that guides you in hacking your system to better protect your network against malicious attacks. This...
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Creating a Photo Album in Photoshop Elements for Windows: Visual QuickProject GuidePeachpit Press, 2005
If you're like many users, you may have a digital camera, plenty of snapshots, and a copy of Photoshop Elements, Adobe's consumer-level image editing software. But as anyone who's just come back from vacation with hundreds of digital photos knows, getting all those photos printed and organized is another matter altogether. Many...
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Apache Maven Dependency ManagementPackt Publishing, 2013

	Manage your Java and JEE project dependencies with ease with this hands-on guide to Maven


	Overview

	
		Improve your productivity by efficiently managing dependencies.
	
		Learn how to detect and fix dependency conflicts
	
		Learn how to share transitive relations and to visualize your...
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Troubleshooting Java Performance: Detecting Anti-Patterns with Open Source ToolsApress, 2017

	With just 30 minutes of troubleshooting, how close can you get to finding the root cause of a Java

	performance problem? What observability tools would you use? What subsystems would you investigate?





	This book is a short curriculum in Java performance tuning for Java server-side developers. It explores

	one methodical...
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Building the Perfect PCO'Reilly, 2006
This popular Build-It-Yourself (BIY) PC book covers everything you want to know about building your own system: Planning and picking out the right components, step-by-step instructions for assembling your perfect PC, and an insightful discussion of why you'd want to do it in the first place. Most big brand computers from HP, Dell and others use...
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